
          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

 

C1 - PRIX TORRESTRELLA - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Condition Race - Flat - 

EUR € 27.000  

 
1. THARPE - Won a very good race on debut over 1600m and looks to have found the right field 
straight out the maidens to win again. Hard to beat 

2. AMALYA - Comfortable winner of her maiden at the fourth time of asking and she could find a 
couple too good here. Place chance at best 

3. MALINOVKA - Ran 3rd straight out the maidens and even though well held, she could have 
more to come. Include in the play 

4. CALON LAN - Beaten 10.5l back in third last time out and looks to have more to do to get 
involved in this. Others preferred 

5. MA MOME - Finished 2nd last time out over this trip and is holding form well so should be on 
the premises. Place chance 

6. ORGANDI - Dam only raced once and this newcomer could do with the experience and a run 
under the belt before shaping up. Others preferred 

Summary : THARPE (1) won on debut and there looks to be more to come from this colt who is 
open to any amount of improvement. MA MOME (5) is the only four time winner in this event so is 
very experienced but may have to settle for a place. MALINOVKA (3) can only improve on her 
latest effort. AMALYA (2) got the job done effortlessly last time out and could earn. 

SELECTIONS 

THARPE (1) - MA MOME (5) - MALINOVKA (3) - AMALYA (2) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C2 - PRIX MICHEL REGLADE - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - TURF - Condition Race 

- Flat - EUR € 22.000  

 
1. SAY GOOD BUY - Won his penultimate and followed that up with a good 2nd at Toulouse over 
2400m. Good chance 

2. KENGERO - Finished seventh over 1650m last time at Craon but in a Listed event. Strong 
place chance 

3. MON BEL CANTO - Expect a huge run, won last time over 2000m at La Teste in September 
and should be right there. Big runner 

4. PONT MIRABEAU - Ignore last run, finished fourth at Deauville before that and could get into 
the action. Outside place chance 

5. CNICHT - Is a tad off form at the moment and needs to do more to feature. Others preferred 

6. HURRICANE - Ran third last time over 1100m at La Teste and could place again. Quartet 
chance 

7. LARIS - Is an outsider and others will be much the stronger. Happy to ignore 

8. DILAWAR - Highly rated, top form, won last time at Saint-Cloud over 2000m on return from a 
layoff. Looks hard to oppose 

Summary : DILAWAR (8) has a high rating due to his tremendous form and should prove a hard 
horse to beat. MON BEL CANTO (3) was a winner of his last start and has solid overall form. He 
should be right there at the finish and could be the main danger to the first choice. SAY GOOD 
BUY (1) is another that is in hot form and must be included in all bets. KENGERO (2) has a place 
chance. 

SELECTIONS 

DILAWAR (8) - MON BEL CANTO (3) - SAY GOOD BUY (1) - KENGERO (2) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C3 - PRIX DU PONT NEUF - 3700m (a2 5/16m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Hurdles - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. SIERRO DINO - Finished 5th last time out over 3400m and was well held but comes into this 
fairly unexposed and could improve. Each way chance 

2. HOLIGAN DU BERLAIS - Finished 4th on debut at this track and could certainly show a bit 
more now stepped up in trip. Include for the places 

3. KIKIDY - Dam was unraced and the market looks to be our best guide as to how this individual 
could likely perform. Watch for any support 

4. KOTCHET LAW - Ran 5th on debut and can only build on that effort but is held by a 
reopposing rival. Others preferred 

5. BROOKS - Ran 3rd on debut but was beaten 17.5L and will need to take a significant step 
forward on that. Place chance 

6. PIPER'S HILL - He put in a solid effort on seasonal reappearance over 3300m and he should 
strip a much fitter horse for this assignment. Winning claims 

7. LIEUTENANT COLONEL - Dam was a maiden from five outings in France but did place at 
Listed level. Interesting newcomer that warrants a market check 

8. SPIROU - Showed good improvement in his latest effort on the flat and bears close watching 
on hurdling debut. Follow the market 

Summary : PIPER'S HILL (6) should take a good step forward on his last effort and could be the 
one that they all have to beat here. LIEUTENANT COLONEL (7) is an interesting newcomer who 
could show a significant amount of ability on debut. SIERRO DINO (1) should show improvement 
and could likely feature in the finish. BROOKS (5) will be a lot wiser for the run and should build 
on his debut effort. 

SELECTIONS 

PIPER'S HILL (6) - LIEUTENANT COLONEL (7) - SIERRO DINO (1) - BROOKS (5) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C4 - PRIX J'SUIS CAP - PRIX DE LA BREDE - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - TURF - 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. ROI DU MONDE - Caught the eye when 2nd at Tarbes last time over 2300m and is confidently 
selected to go one better 

2. LOVE TRUE - Skated clear to win over 2300m at Tarbes and must be taken seriously again. 
Good each way chance 

3. THE TOP GATSBY - Lightly raced and might have a lot more to come. Big runner 

4. GREAT PROMISE - Is hard to fancy on current form and others will be much the stronger. 
Pass by 

5. LIXI - Ignore last run, big chance based on encouraging penultimate when second over 
3000m. Good chance 

6. SCAT LADY - She will need to build on recent two fifths to feature, but could get into the back 
end of the quartet 

7. COCOON QUATRE - Still a maiden, placed last time at Dax over 3000m. Outside place  
chance at best 

8. ELIOTT CHOP - Taking forever to win the maiden but should soon. Place chance at best 

9. DAYDREAMS - Finished fourth over 3000m last time at Toulouse and could place again 

Summary : ROI DU MONDE (1) showed last time that his penultimate shocker was all wrong. He 
is selected to go one better today. LOVE TRUE (2) has the credentials to provide plenty of cheek. 
She was a winner at her last start and is one for the shortlist. LIXI (5) is taking time to win but has 
a strong place chance and THE TOP GATSBY (3) is lightly raced and open to progress so can 
finish in the money. 

SELECTIONS 

ROI DU MONDE (1) - LOVE TRUE (2) - LIXI (5) - THE TOP GATSBY (3) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C5 - PRIX DS AUTOMOBILES BORDEAUX - PRIX PIERRE VALENTIN - 

2400m (a1 1/2m) - TURF - Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. DOWN TOWN - Has been in good form of late, knocking at the door and is selected to win 

2. LILAS DE FRANCE - Has finished second in her last three starts. Most recent was over 
2300m at Tarbes. Big danger 

3. EL COMANDANTE - Is a tad off form at the moment and hard to assess. Happy to ignore 

4. GLOBAL FASHION - Can be expected to build on latest fifth at Dax over 3000m last month. 
Chance 

5. CLEVER ACTRESS - Finished second at La Teste some time ago and has been average 
since. Hard to fancy on current form 

6. TIGRE ROUGE - Has not shone recently and can be passed by for today. Wait for 
improvement 

7. REMIX - Needs to improve on current form to feature but has shown ability and cannot be 
ignored 

8. ORRI - Finished 3rd at Dax over 2300m three runs back. Has an outside place chance at best 

9. SLAYER - Ignore last run when 8th and has a chance based on encouraging 2nd over 1900m 
in September. Good each way 

10. BLACK GAIA - Is badly off form currently and would be a surprise winner. Hard to fancy 

11. AKINATHOR GAME - Is a tad off form and others are preferred for the selections. Happy to 
ignore 

12. TERRITORIO - Finished 3rd at Pompadour over 2650m three runs back. Two average efforts 
since. Include in larger quartet perms 

13. LISAYANE - Has only placed once in seven tries and is therefore impossible to fancy 

Summary : DOWN TOWN (1) took a few runs to learn the ropes of racing but is now flying. She 
is holding her form steadily and rates the one to be with. LILAS DE FRANCE (2) is knocking 
loudly at the door. Her winning turn seems near. Expect a huge effort. SLAYER (9) can be 
forgiven for his below par effort last time and can bounce back to better form. Place chance and 
REMIX (7) has a say. 

SELECTIONS 

DOWN TOWN (1) - LILAS DE FRANCE (2) - SLAYER (9) - REMIX (7) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C6 - PRIX JACQUES MEILHAN BORDES - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - TURF - 

Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. SHEHIYR - Finished second at La Teste over 2400m last time and despite being an outsider, 
must be taken seriously 

2. HARIQ - In hot form, finished second over 2400m at Vichy in August and was a winner before 
that. The one to beat 

3. MOON DREAM - Is never too far off the action and can build on recent fifth at Tarbes. Respect 
and include 

4. TIME OF POWER - Has a small place chance based on best form but far prefer others for the 
win 

5. POCA GEN - Won well over 2300m at Tarbes last month and would be no shock if following 
up. Expect a huge run 

6. LIB DUBAWI - Ignore last run when seventh, ran well in penultimate finishing 3rd at 
Pompadour. Small place chance 

7. A BETTER WORLD - Is in good form, finished 2nd over 1900m on the 17th of September and 
should make a race of it. Each way chance 

8. DEVILLA - Has won her last three impressively and can win again. Big danger to the first 
choice 

9. THECLIMB - Has a steep ask based on current form. Prefer others 

10. MAD RIVER - His form has been flowing the wrong way recently and is hard to fancy. Ignore 

11. BARENTON - Has scope to improve on recent 4th at Dax but far prefer others. Happy to pass 
by 

12. EL INGRATO - Won cozily at Dax last time over 2100m and should make his presence felt. 
Big chance 

13. TEMPLE GATE - Has more of a place chance than a winning one. Happy to ignore 

Summary : HARIQ (2) brings attractive form into the race and rates the one to beat on that 
evidence. DEVILLA (8) has won her last three in impressive style and could easily make it four in 
a row. A BETTER WORLD (7) has a serious chance and is a must for all bets in a competitive 
race. MOON DREAM (3) rarely finishes far from the action and can make his presence felt. 

SELECTIONS 

HARIQ (2) - DEVILLA (8) - A BETTER WORLD (7) - MOON DREAM (3) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C7 - PRIX KILLARNEY RACE COURSE - 3800m (a2 3/8m) - TURF - 

Condition Race - Steeple Chase - EUR € 26.000  

 
1. JOY DE BALME - He won over 3600m two starts back but has an awful lot to do against 
tougher. Would be a surprise winner 

2. HORAHORA HAS - She has run good races in her three attempts in chasing and could be the 
beneficiary if something had to go wrong to the top two. Place chance at best 

3. BLACK MILORD TAVEL - Recent performances have been poor and it is hard to see this 
gelding sticking it out with this field. Would be a shock winner 

4. JAVANAISE - Quite a useful performer over hurdles having won a Group 3 in her penultimate 
start and now makes her chasing debut. Big runner 

5. ISALINE DE CHANDOU - Finished 3rd and 4th in her last two outings in Group 3 events and 
looks to have a bright chance on chasing debut. Strong claims 

Summary : JAVANAISE (4) should transfer that hurdle form into chasing and looks to be one of 
the leading lights now down in class.  ISALINE DE CHANDOU (5) is in consistent form and would 
only be deserving of a victory especially after recent efforts. HORAHORA HAS (2) looks to be 
best of the rest and should put on a good showing. JOY DE BALME (1) will find life difficult 
against this lot. 

SELECTIONS 

JAVANAISE (4) - ISALINE DE CHANDOU (5) - HORAHORA HAS (2) - JOY DE BALME (1) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C8 - PRIX JEAN DES ROCHES DE CHASSAY - 4200m (a2 5/8m) - TURF - 

Condition Race - Steeple Chase - EUR € 40.000  

 
1. GARETH DE LARACHI AA - Has been running well in cross-country events but could find life 
slightly tougher against this lot. Others preferred 

2. GIANICOLO AA - Runner up in his last three efforts and would only be deserving off a victory 
to break his drought. Winning claims 

3. FENOMENE D'OC AA - Finished 2nd last time out and despite being beaten by 30L, that 
doesn't seem to be a true reflection of his capabilities. Winning chance 

4. HARDI BLUE TROIS AA - Seems to be a bit erratic at present but remains very capable of 
winning so needs to be respected. Each way chance 

5. LIZZANO AA - Finished 2nd last time out in a cross-country race but will now need to do more 
in order to get involved. Others make more appeal 

6. FOLK DU PECOS AA - Arrives here in good form and has performed very well at this course 
in his two chasing runs. Will be a factor 

7. GARRY DE LA BRUNIE AA - In terrific form this year having already notched up two victories 
and despite rising in class, he needs to be respected. Include in the play 

Summary : FENOMENE D'OC AA (3) has got good form and should run a big race for his 
connections. FOLK DU PECOS AA (6) looks to be a decent alternative to the favorite and he is a 
strong contender. GIANICOLO AA (2) is super consistent and is getting closer to notching up 
another victory. HARDI BLUE TROIS AA (4) is hard to predict but could pop up at a decent price. 

SELECTIONS 

FENOMENE D'OC AA (3) - FOLK DU PECOS AA (6) - GIANICOLO AA (2) - HARDI BLUE 

TROIS AA (4) 

 


